In this paper, a robust control algorithm, based on sliding modes techniques, designed for trajectory tracking is applied to a fixed-wing small Autonomous Aerial Vehicle (AAV). Based on a mathematical modeling, parameters identification, and aerodynamics of both the AAV fuselage and its mobile surfaces a full dynamical model is obtained, where the control is proven. However, for control design, simplified versions of the motion models are studied resulting in simplified independent controller for the roll, pitch and yaw trajectories. Due to the nature of such controller, time derivative of control variables are needed but not available. Numerical differentiators also based on sliding modes are used in order to estimate those derivatives. Simulation results are given to illustrate the performance of the proposed tracking controller under parametric and unmodeled dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are vehicles not provided by human pilot in the aircraft, although some times they are provided via remote control. When the flight control is done automatically by an autopilot or small controller card these vehicles are said to be Autonomous Aerial Vehicles (AAVs). There is a wide range of UAVs whose characteristics vary in size, weight, configuration and geometry. Each characteristic affects the aerodynamics of the aircraft. Due to their control performance it is possible to distinguish 2 types of UAVs: first controlled from away location via remote control and the autonomous flight based on pre-programmed flight. UAVs are affected by different environmental factors such as altitude, wind, pressure, temperature and other atmospheric factors that interfere with the programmed flight plan. Therefore, the design of robust controllers for AAVs must not only take account of the dynamics that rep-resents the movement of vehicle (three-dimensional translational and rotational speed) but also external factors affecting the fulfillment of its mission. Notice that the automatic control of the AAV presents several challenges ranging from mathematical modeling to the aerodynamic configuration of the UAV, both parts are necessary to understand the characteristics of the vehicle and therefore limit the adequate implementation.
Recently, sliding mode control technique has attracted the attention of a lot of research groups. This technique allows to design robust control laws that are insensitive to the parametric uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics (see for more details [10] ). Furthermore, the stability properties of the closed loop system can be guarantee in finite time. The analysis for the control of an autonomous unmanned aircraft is very extensive, and thus breaks down into several steps, that are already reported in the literature. The mathematical model of a aircraft is a fundamental part of the study that express the vehicle dynamic behavior (see for more details [2, 3] ). While the kinematics and inertial analysis are basically the same for any aircraft, the aerodynamic is not due to its dependence on the vehicle geometry. Besides, the aerodynamics are complex non-linear functions that need to be measured in costly fluid laboratory facilities or estimated using software (see [6, 8] ). Even when the resulting model is extremely complicated, the control design for ensuring the stability of the air vehicle during flight, should reduce and decouple the moving control surfaces of the airplane to allow for guidance (see [7] ). Moreover, the problem of path tracking is also a major one for which some results have been published (see for more details [13] [14] [15] ), where different schemes have been considered. The main issue of this problem is that the aircraft cannot perform all the admissible movements in the space without loosing control (for example lateral displacement, or turning in a static location).
In this work we proposed the use of a robust control law, with the particular application of the path tracking of a small AAV. The overall control law is composed of simple decoupled controllers for each independent control surface on the aircraft, that guaranties closed loop stability of the overall system even under parametric uncertainties and coupled dynamics. This paper is organized as follows: In the first section the mathematical model with the particular aerodynamic analysis is presented. Subsequently, control design for two complementary flight modes is explained. Finally, the path tracking problem is solved and validated by numerical simulation.
DESCRIPTION OF THE UAV
The particular model of the UAV to be used along this work is a scale model of a B-25 Mitchell, shown in Figure 1 , whose main parameters are also shown in Table 1 . The differences due to control surfaces between our scale model and a manned version of this airplane are: 1) the scale UAV does not have flaps, but its does have the same ailerons, rudder and elevator; 2) the cruiser velocity of the prototype does not reach more than 30% of Mach number. Then the prototype behaves mostly as the real one, although it is more sensible to the environment (wind currents and turbulence).
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The derivation of the motion equations for a rigid object (fixed-wing aerial vehicle) moving freely in the 3D space, using the Newton's laws, leads to 6 scalar equations (see for more details [4] ). Most of the time these equations although expressed in the airplane frame are deduced in an inertial one due to Newton's laws. In most aeronautical literature they are expressed as the full set of 6 equations. In the following section we present a compact, linear algebra based expression that reduce the written complexity without losing any property. 
Kinematics
Refer to Figure 2 where an earth-fixed frame Σ 0 is considered to be inertial (i.e. it does not posses any acceleration nor angular velocity). By convention it is assumed to have x-axis positive toward North, z-axis positive toward the center of the Earth, and y-axis to fulfil the right-hand rule convention. The non inertial frame Σ 1 is rigidly attached to the body with its origin at the center of mass CM of the aircraft, with the x-axis along the vehicle and positive toward the front, the z-axis positive toward the bottom of the ship, and the y-axis to fulfill the right-hand rule. The position of any point p in the aircraft is constant if is measured from Σ 1 but it is not when measured from Σ 0 . Although both frames are reference frames that express vector quantities (positions, velocities, accelerations and so on) in cartesian coordinates, it is evident that they do not have the same inertial properties (see [5] ). The relationship between these frames is given by a Rotation Matrix R which produce the change of frame expression of any vector v by the equation v (0) = R 1 0 v (1) , where the superscript (i) represents the base frame Σ i from which the components of the vector are expressed. The Rotation matrix R ∈ SO 3 is a orthonormal 3 × 3 square matrix (of the Special Orthogonal matrices of order 3) with unit determinant |R| = 1 and the important property: R −1 = R T . The attitude of the aircraft can be parameterized with a reduced number of orientation parameters that are no unique but represent the 3 orientation degrees of freedom 1 . These parameters can be given in any set of euler angles (3 variables) or other non minimal sets of attitude representation such quaternions. In this work we use the roll-pitch-yaw euler angles convention (see [4] ), expressed as Θ = [φ , θ , ψ] T . Then for the particular set of roll-pitch-yaw angles, the Rotation matrix is given as
where S x and C y stand for the sin(x) and cos(y) function with their corresponding arguments. The angular velocity is given by the rate change of the attitude and in consequence by the time derivative of the rotation matrix by the next expressioṅ
where the matrix term [ ω×] stands for the matrix expression of the vector cross product and is defined as
A vector expression for the angular velocity can be computed as ω (0) = 1 2 r 1 ×˙ r 1 + r 2 ×˙ r 2 + r 3 ×˙ r 3 where vectors r i are the column vectors of matrix R (see for more details [5] ). From last expression in can be deduced that the inertial expression of the angular velocity can be computed as ω (0) = J θ ( Θ)Θ, where the linear operator is given explicitly as
Finally, the computation of the linear velocity v = v (1) = [u, v, w] T and angular velocity ω = ω (1) = [p, q, r] T of the aircraft, expressed in it non inertial frame, is given by the next set of equations, named here as the aircraft kinematicṡ
where d = [x, y, z] T is the inertial expression in cartesian component, of the aircraft position.
Dynamics
If the body (aircraft) is considered to be rigid, i.e. that there is no deformation due to the nature of the material it is built of, then distances between each particle remains constant. Under this assumption, the body can be characterized with lumped parameters, which happens to be constant when expressed in the non inertial body frame. Then from linear and angular momentum conservation laws, both dynamics expression, for forces and moments, are given as follows [5] , which represent the aircraft dynamics:
The force vector The set of equations (3)- (4)- (5)-(6) express the 6 DOF motion of any rigid object. These are the same equations presented in the literature (see [4] ), but written in a compact (linear algebra) form. The external forces and moment components on dynamics equations (5)- (6) in an aircraft are given by two natures. One is due to the engines that input energy to the system and the other is to aerodynamics forces and moments, known as the aerodynamics of the aircraft.
Aerodynamics
The aerodynamics forces and moments in (5)- (6) can be calculated via aerodynamic coefficients as follows (see [4] ):
where α = arctan( w u ) is the angle of attack (if the chord line is aligned the fuselage's) and the sideslip angle β = arcsin( u V ) expresses the lateral slip motion. The transformation matrixC b→w maps the aerodynamic forces along a relative velocity frame to the aircraft non inertial frame, and is given explicitly as [4] :
The terms L =q SC L (·) and D =q SC D (·) are the Lift and Drag forces acting along the airplane. The dynamic pressureq = 1 2 ρV 2 is a scalar dynamic inner variable where V = √ u 2 + v 2 + w 2 is the relative airspeed magnitude. The aerodynamic constant parameters are: wing surface area S, the wingspan b, the mean aerodynamic cordc, and the air density ρ. The dimensionless coefficients in the force/moment expressions can be decomposed furthermore in the following set 2 [4] , with the control surface angles δ e, δ a and δ r corresponding to the moving surfaces: elevator, ailerons 3 and rudder respectively (see Figure 4) :
+C Dδ a δ a +C Dδ r δ r +C LM M C Y = C yβ β + (C yp p +C yr r) b 2V +C yδ a δ a +C yδ r δ r (11)
C M = C m0 +C mα α +C mδ f δ f +C mδ e δ e (13)
Last expressions use also the dimensionless numbers: Oswalds efficient number e, the Mach number M 4 , and the aspect ratio AR = b 2 /S. The Tornado software (see [8, 9] ) has been used to identify the coefficients of our Case Study using the "vortex lattice method" (See Table 2 ). The analysis assumes incompressible 5 and potential 6 flow acting on any airfoils and wings in an airplane. The lack of viscosity induce some minor errors in the final results, because skin friction at the laminar layer is neglected. However turbulent flows are taken into account via the drag coefficients. The geometry is input in the software via the panel method, which for our Case Study is shown in Figure 3 .
CONTROL DESIGN
The physical elements of control in the airplane are (See Figure 4 ) the control surfaces. They are three: a) the elevator that produce an angle δ e which in turns generates a pitching motion around the local y-axis, at a pitch-rate q; b) the rudder that produce an angle δ r which in turns generates a heading motion around the local z-axis, at a yaw-rate r; and c) the ailerons that produce an angle δ a which in turns generates a rolling motion around the local x-axis, at a roll-rate p. Because these variables are the control inputs of the aircraft, the control technique is focus on the attitude control of the engine: roll, pitch and yaw. Since the parameter estimation has been performed with hypothetical assumptions, possibility of having parametric uncertainty is highly possible. Also the real system (5)- (6) is coupled in almost all the velocity variables which induce parasitic dynamic phenomena form one variable to another.
Therefore, a control algorithm has been chosen to be a highorder sliding-mode controller proposed in [10] , based on simplified versions of the motion modeling. This algorithm has been chosen due to its properties of robustness against uncertainties (in this case for both parametric and coupled dynamic).
Simplified Motion Modes
Two motion modes are studied in this work. They are complementary with each other and the separation allows a more simple representation of the overall movent of the AAV, as well as simplified models on which the above mention control technique would be applied. These are the lateral motion mode and the longitudinal motion mode.
Longitudinal motion This mode represents the motion in the sagittal plane of the aircraft (See Figure 5 .a) with only three degrees of freedom: horizontal displacement (x-direction), altitude (z-direction) and the pitch. To get the expression of this mode, we introduced the following assumptions to the full model in (5)- (6): Assumption A1: The roll and yaw angles are zero, ie, φ = ψ = 0, then the lateral angle β does not exist and the angular velocities p = r = 0. Thus, the number of aerodynamic equations are reduced and only the vertical plane motions are needed. Assumption A2: If displacement cruise speed and altitude are constant, then theẋ andż dynamics can be neglected.
Therefore, the equation set representing the longitudinal motion mode of an airplane can be simplified 7 tȯ
Lateral motion This mode represents the remanent motion of the aircraft (See Figure 5 .b) with the remaining three degrees of freedom: sideslip displacement (y-direction), the roll and the heading (also referred as the yaw angle). To get the expression of this mode, again the following assumptions to the full model are introduced: Assumption A3: If longitudinal motion is controlled and steady, the pitch angle θ and translation speeds u y w can be considered to be constant. Then the pitch rate q = 0, and the horizontal and vertical dynamics can be neglected. Assumption A4: Also lateral movent can be neglected because it is not important for control purposes.
Then the set of equations that represents the dynamics in the 7 According to Table 1 , for this Case Study, and due to the symmetry of the aircraft some of the specific off-diagonal terms in the inertia tensor are null: I xy = I yz = 0 lateral motion mode of an airplane are given by:
Pitch control
The pitch control is designed to stabilize the longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft. To do so the aerodynamic pitch moment coefficient (13) is used under the following conditions: Since there are no flaps in the scale model and the Mach influence is not significant we have that C mδ f δ f = C mM M = 0. Moreover, the symmetry of the wings and fuselage leads to null coefficients:
Then the simplified dynamic equation for the pitch movent can be expressed in state-space using equations (17)-(18) together with (13) aṡ
Since this is a non-linear system with and a relative degree of 2, and that δ e is the control input, the control function is proposed be as follows
The controller (26) is an inverse dynamics loop for the simplified system (25), which renders the closed-loop toθ =q = ν, where ν is a secondary controller. However the real closed-loop dynamics would become something likeq = ν + η( Θ, v, ω), where the function η is a disturbance due to parametric uncertainties, nonmodeled dynamics or oversimplification on the previous procedure. To cope with that disturbance, the second loop (27), based on a high order sliding mode is used here. Figure 6 shows simulation results when the pitch controller is applied to the full six degree of freedom model, and the coefficient C m is changed (±9%)of its original value at time t = 25s. Figure 6 .a shows the linear velocity, inertial positions and attitude variables. The vertical component of the velocity presents variations due to the change of the pitch angle. Notice that the oscillations in theta curve (third plot), start at t = 0 because of the controller action and these oscillation become bigger when the parameter uncertainty increases. Figure 6 .b shows the detail for the pitch angle θ tracking its reference (θ re f ) and the corresponding angular velocity. The pitch angle quickly converges to the desired attitude, while the angular rate q, also converges to zero. Figure 6 .c shows the control signal, i.e the deflection of elevator δ e, and the tracking error. The robustness of the controller has been demonstrated since the controller get a good performance under coefficient variation.
Roll control
Roll control is designed to lateral-directional dynamic model. To do so the aerodynamic pitch moment coefficient (12) is used under the following conditions: Lateral speed is very small compared to front displacement, then the sideslip angle β ∼ = 0. Suppose the angular velocity in the direction of rotation r = 0. Finally, if the position of the deflection is in neutral position, i.e. δ r = 0.
Then the simplified dynamic equation for the roll movent can be expressed in state-space using equations (20) and (23) together with (12) aṡ 
FIGURE 7. Roll control results
With Γ = I xx I yy − I 2 xz . Since this a non-linear system with relative degree equal to 2, and δ a is the input control, the control function is proposed be as (see [10] ).
(31) Figure 7 shows simulation results when the roll controller is applied to the full six degree of freedom model, and the coefficient C l is changed (±50%) of its original value, at time t = 25s. Figure 7 .a shows the linear velocity, inertial position and attitude variables, when the roll controls applied to the full 6dof aircraft. Note a small perturbation in the pitch angel due to the coupled dynamics. From Figure 7 .b shows how the roll angle φ follows a square wave φ re f , and its angle speed p. It can be seen that the roll angle converges quickly to the desired position and velocity converges to zero. The deflection of the ailerons δ a and the trackings error can be seen in the Figure 7 .c. The robustness of the controller has been demonstrated since the controller get a good performance under coefficient variation.
Yaw control
Finally, to get the heading control the yaw control is designed. To do so the aerodynamic yaw moment coefficient (14) is used under the following conditions: Suppose the angular velocity in the direction of rotation p = 0. Also, if the position of the deflection is in neutral position, i.e., δ a = 0. Then the simplified dynamic equation for the yaw movent can be expressed in state-space using equations (21) and (22) together with (12) aṡ
With Γ = I xx I yy − I 2 xz . Since this a non-linear system with relative degree equal to 2, and δ r is the input control, the control function is proposed be as (see [10] ). Figure 8 shows simulation results when the yaw controller is applied to the full six degree of freedom model, and the coefficient C n is changed (±50%) of its original value at t = 25s. Figure 8 .b shows that the yaw angle ψ follows a square wave reference ψ re f , and its angular rate r. The yaw angle rapidly converge to the desired position, while the velocity converges to zero. Figure 8 .c represents the rudders deflection δ r, and the convergence error. The robustness of the controller has been demonstrated since the controller get a good performance under coefficient variation.
PATH TRACKING
The kinematic model is represented by:
Where x and y are the cartesian coordinates, V is the aircraft velocity and ψ is the yaw angle, ie, the real input of the system. The control objective is to control the plane from a initial position to a desired trajectory y = f (x). Defined σ = y − f (x), let V = 10m/s be, x = y = 0.1 and ψ = 0 in t = 0, f (x) = 100sin(0.05x) + 10. For this system uses the technique of differentiation and control by sliding mode output feedback (see [12] ). The system relative degree is 2 and is sufficient with a relative degree controller for 2. However, to ensure they do not interfere the chattering phenomenon we upgrade the degree of the controller up to 3 for SISO systems (see for more details [11] ). Then, the resulting Controller is given by: 
Where the differentiator that estimates the time derivatives of the variables used in the sliding surface, which are not measurable and that are necessary for control implementation, is as follows: 
Figures 9 and 10 show simulation results of the scheme consisting on both the Controller and the differentiator. Figure 9 show the convergence path, the path tracking error and the behavior of the angle ψ. In addition, a simulation of the video image is shown in Figure 10 , showing in the flight simulator the dynamic behavior of unmanned vehicle along a specific path.
